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INTRODUCTION
The transport of heat in

d~electric

solids is attrib-

uted entirely to lattice waves whereas in meta1s there is
in addition a transfer by the f1ow of valence electrons.
The thermal conduot1v1ty of a non-e1ectr1ca1-conductor is
limited by n number of scattering processes giving rise to
therma1 resistances.
and from vacancies

Scatter~

~d

results from impurity atoms

dislocations within the crystal struc-

ture and from the interaction of the lattice vibra ions
amongst themselves.

Scattering also occurs at the bound-

aries of the crysta1.

The thermal resistance of an 1dea1

crystal at 1ow temperatures is cue a1most entirely to boundary scattering and at high temperatures 1s due primarily-to
anharmonic coupling.

With increasing temperature the former

decreases and the latter

~creases

and consequently the

thermal conductivity passes through a maximum.·
In 1914, Debye1 showed from theoretical considerations

'"("!)

Debye, P., Vortrage "uoer d1e*"kine'tfsche Tneorle etc.,

by M. P1anok
et a1.,
-.rea..........-.................
.. -....,.....
·-·Teubner,
.... . ,. ........ Leipzig, P• 46, (1914).
...........
~.---.._.~~.-..

that the conductivity is approximately proportional to 1/T
for temperatures above the region of maximum conductivity.
A more recent and rigorous treatment of the prob1em by
Pe1erls2, using quantum mechanics, resulted 1n the same
( 2)

Peierls, H. , ~ur ta0net1so1iem" '!iheor1e aer-vtarineie"Thtingin Kr1sta11en, Ann. Phys. (Leipzig) Vo1.-3, PP• 10551101 (1929).

OF""T"r~ . . .-

-

m.ranECW

.....

temperature dependence.

~ . . . . . .~._.,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

In 1941, Pomeranchuk3, published

2

(3)

J?omerancbuk, On tlie"ThermarConductrvfty ot: Di-e"lec~r1.cs
at the Temperature Higher than the Debye Temperature,
Journal o~ Physics, Moscow, Vol. 4, PP• 259-268, (1941).

---------·---;;::;.._---:.~

-----~

p

..

--:FTt

._

~

a paper shol'Jing the necessity o-r including an ad.d1t1ona.l
term in the interaction potential..

His calcuJ.at1ons sho'tred

a mixed type o-r conduct! Vi ty proport1ona1 to

·4- and T/3./:z. •

lthough a considerable amount of experimental work has

been done in the past, most of i t has dea1t with temperatures
below the boiling point of water.

ments

o~

Consequently the measure-

thermal conductivities above this temperature have

not been su:f-r1c:1 ently ex1;ensi ve :for a deta11ed comp rison
bet~een

theory and experiment to be made.

The wide d1screp-

ancy in the results o:f early experimenters is be11eved to
be due J.argely to the de:fects and impurities o~ the various
Thus i t seems that iC e comparison between

samp1es uced.

the exper1menta1 and theoretioa1 values is to be made, the
conductivities
a rather

la~ge

o~

a single crystal must be determined over

temperature r a nge.

The ultimate goa1 of this

project is to investigate the temperature dependence

o~

the

conductivity of various a1ka11 ha1ides up to their melting
points.
Equipment was available at the beginning

o~

this 1n-

ve~tigat1on that had been previously operated by We1sbrod4

Th}

welsbroa, lfarora,- Determ1na--£'1on of the Thermal conductivity o:f Sodium Chloride at Elevated Temperatures,
Missouri School of Mines, unpub. Mesters Thesis (1954).

and BrownS.

The apparatus was designed to reeasure absolute

131~rown, -mt.,arcr;-ll'lie'"Therma1:

·C!on'O.ucti'vi£y

ot Sodium"

Chloride at Elevated Temperatures, Missouri School of
Min~s, unpub. Masters Thesis (1955).
conductivities rather than relative ones.

Near perfect

3
cylindrical

c~ystals

o~

sodium chloride whose length and

diameter were approximately 1.2 and
tively were available.

1.5 centimeters respec-

The most apparent deficiency of the

equipment wes that of bacvground (explained e1sewhere),

The

error in the calculated conductivities resulting from this
eC~ect

increased with increasing temperature and amounted to

as much as 8% at 300°C as was

sho~~

by

Brol~.

The purpose

of this investigation was to improve the operating perrormance oC the equipment and to
done by Weisbrod and

Bro~m.

re~roduce

and extend the work
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DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS
The heat flow apparatus consists of a

s~k~

source~

source shield and radiation guard all of which can be maintained at a constant temperature.

The sink is a compara-

tively large cylindrical copper block whose diameter is
over three times that of the sodium chloride crystal that
was used.

The cylindrical crystal is centrally located and

sandwiched between the source and the sink.

Since the ambi-

ent temperature is considerably less than that of the apparatus it is necessary to prevent loss of heat from the source
to the surroundings.
the source a

This is accomplished by placing over

copper'cap~

the source

s~eld,

capable of

maintained at the same temperature as the source.

be~g

A hollow

cylindrical piece of ceramic material ot low thermal conductivity whose length is the same as the crystal is placed between the sink and the shield and serves as a radiation guard.
Good thermal contact must be established between the
copper and crystal faees.

Tin foil (brought to its fusion

point prior to the taking of data) between the surfaces
tends to eliminate air spaces caused by surface roughness.
The necessary pressure is maintained by a pressure foot
extending downward through a hole in the center of the
shdeld and held under

spr~g

tension.

Thermal contacts at

the faces of the radiation guard is accomplished in the same
manner.
~n

A cross-sectional

Figure 1.

diagr~m

of the assembly is shown

5
The entire apparatus is enc1osed in an evacuated chamber
consist~

plate.
a

A

of a be11.jar and a sixteen inch diameter pump

~orepump

di~~usion

maintains the necessary vacuum.

Although

pump is also incorporated into the system it was

found that the forepump alone was capable of maintaining
pressures below one micron

3?0°0.

~or

operating temperatures below

This pressure assures a negligible amount

heat

o~

flow by convection currents.
A11 units are heated electrically and steady state conditions are established by the use of thyratron phase
shifting circuits explained elsewhere.

When thermal equi-

librium has been established, the shield is at the same
temperature as the source.

Consequently the net heat ex-

change between source and shield by radiation should be zero.
The temperature gradient along the inner surface

o~

the

radiation guard is nearly the same as that along the crystal

sur~aoe

and is assumed to be linear.

That is, the same

temperature exists at a point on the inner surface of the
guard as exists at a point on the crystal at the same level
and consequently the net radial flow of heat through the
crystal is sensibly zero.

As a result all the heat generated

in the heating coils of the source passes through the crystal
in a direction parallel to its a is, either by conduct1on
or

radiat~on.

The existing temperature

the crystal faces

~s

dif~erenoe

between

measured by chromel-alumel thermo-

couples and the power imput to the source is determined by
the ammeter-potentiometer method.

For these reasons,

6
c~1cu1at1ons

one

can be made on the basis

d~mens1ona1

or

the steady state,

heat flow equation.

THE CONTROL CIRCUITS
The sink and shie1d are heated a1rnost entirely by A.C.
currents ranging up to .6 amperes.

Sma11 pu1sat1ng D.C.

currents throu -h the thyratron serve as correcting currents

e.ry to maintain constant temperatures.

nec~s

The

~1r1ng

o~

e thyretron nep ends upon the magnitude and phase re1at1onship of the anode end grid potent1a1.6
~6)

Bro~m,

op. cit.,

The vo1tage relation-

pp.~-~~.

Eh1p can be changed by variations in either the capacitance
or the resistance

or

tbe circuit.

Power end contro111ng

c'rc\t1ts for metching the source-Ghie1d temperature are
sho~rn

in Figure 3.

A

source

converg1~~
~~fleets

beam of light from a stationary 1ight

~rom

the mirror

a wedge shaped image on the grid

o~

o~

the
the

ga1v~nometer

photoee11~

and

~arms

The base

current through the heating co11 1s set at a value s11ght1y
1ower than that necessary to maintain the shield temperature

as high as that

o~

the source by adjusting R1 at a time when

the thyratron is not firing.

With S2 in the "on" position,

the variable condenser is adjusted to such a value that the
tube is on the verge of

~iring.

H2 limits the current

through the tltbe to a va1ue substant1a11y 1ess than its
maximum a1lowab1e current.

7
A temperature d1fference between source and shield results
in a current through the

galvanom~ter

causing the image to

deflect across the grid of the photocell, decreasing its
resistance.

Consequently, the tube fires; the current in-

creasing with increasing deflection due to the shape of the
image.

This correction current reduces the temperature

difference in a near linear fashion and, of course, the tube
quenches when the temperatures are matched.
The power and controlling circuits used in maintaining
a constant sink temperature are identical to the ones explained with the exception of the opposing EMF's.

In the

case discussed, the opposing EMF 1 s are those of the source
and shield thermocouples.

In the case of the sink tempera-

ture control circuits, one of the EMF 1 s is generated in the
junction of the sink thermocouple and the other is preset
on a potentiometer as can be seen from Figure 2.

8

rrest'ure Foot

r------

....,_----....

~~

Alundum

Tubing

Hea~ing

Co Us
~+~r:z====lr-:7---

Thermocouple

A1Wldu'11
Ce•,,.. nt

Junctions

leadiation
Gunr.i

Crystal

Ttler:ra0couple

Junctions

Heating Coils

CROSS SECTION DIAGRAM OF THE HEAT FLOW APPARATUS
Figure 1
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ACKGROUND
In an attempt to discover the reason
sistent data

or1gi~lly

obtained

~rom

~or

the incon-

the apparatus, steady

state conditions were established at approximately 100°C
with no power imput to the source.
di~~erenoe

between

~he

Since the temperature

source and sink is determined by

the power imput to the source and since the shield temperature

when at thermal equilibrium matches the source

temper~ture

7

it is obvious that with no power imput to the source, all
units should come to the same temperature.

thr~e

not the case and the

di~~erence

o~

Such is

temperature between

source and sink has been termed "background".
The heat
~urnace

~low

apparatus wes placed inside an electrical

maintained at approximately the same temperature

and it was found that the background was sensibly the

as when the units were heeted by the usual means.
to eliminate the possibility that the

sa~e

In order

was due to the

e~~ect

external circuit, backgroul".d was again determined by another
potentiometer placed near the

circuit entirely.

~urnace

and using a

The results were the same.

di~rercnt

These results

strongly indicated that background mlght be due to the
manner
o~

o~

making thA thermocouple

j~mctions

or the manner

1nsta111ng the thermocouples at their respective places.

Consequently the

~ollowing

experiment was

per~ormed.

Ni e thermocouples were made by welding the cleaned ends
o~

the thermocoup1e wires with the aid o£ borax

junctions were placed inside

o~

~lux$

a non-e1ectr1ca11y-con-

The

10
ducting container which was in turn placed inside or a
hypsometer.

Steam maintained the temperature

junctions at a nearly constant temperature
100°C.

the

approximately

One thermocouple was chosen as a standard and was

alternately · connected

~.!Vi th

the others 1n such a manner .

that any existing potential
by a

o~

o~

galvanometer.

di~~erence

could be detected

This experiment Y.tas repeated using

thermocouples whose junctions were made by merely twistlng
the ends

o~

the wires together and also by using thermo-

couples whose junctions were formed by welding with handi~lux.

Although the thermocouples were arranged so that

nearly the same thermal gradients would be present in all
of them, no two were found in which a potential
did not exist.

di~~erence

Several extreme cases . \'rere :found in which

the indicated temperature

di~ference

was almost 2°C.

these results it appeared that at least·

p~rt

From

of the back-

ground was inherent in the thermocouples themselves and
that it is impractical i:f not impossible to eliminate the
e:ffect.

11

OPERATING PROCEDURE
The operation of the apparatus will be explained with
the use of Figures 2 and 3.

Firat, the forepump is turned

on, ice is placed in the dewar flasks, and the leads from
the constant voltage transformers are plugged in.

Since

drifts in the terminal voltage of batteries decrease with
time it is advisable to close switches S4 and s5 early in .
the exper1ment so that optimum conditions will exist when
these circuits are used.

R4 is varied until a current

through Am1 of about 20 milliamperes is indicated.

The

battery charger is then plugged in and R5 is adjusted until
the currents through Am1 and A~ are the same. Since copper
oxidizes quite rapidly when heated in the presence of air,
it is also advisable to reduce the pressure within the belljar to several tenths of a millimeter of mercury before
heating the heat flow assembly.
been reached,
The

c~rrent

s1

and

s2

When this pressure has

are turned to the

11

0n

11

position.

necessary for maintaining the shield at the

chosen operating temperature is estimated and R1 is varied
until this current is indicated by Am3 • Following this, the
light source is plugged in and with no current through the
galvanometer, the photocell is adjusted on its sliding
mechanism until only a small portion of the wedge shaped
image falls on its grid.

The variable condenser,

adjusted until the thyraton "bl:1.nks 11

•

c1 ,

is

This zero·position

is . noted and the position of the photocell is changed so
that the maximum amount of light possible falls on it.

12

The increase

o~

current (indicated on Am3) should be about
A~ter

.OJ amperes and is obtained by varying R2 •
photoce11 is returned to its zero position.
necessary to ascertain whether or not the

this the

It is then

ph~se

shi~ting

circuit is sensitive to -changes in the light ~a11ing on the
photoce11.

This can be determined by causing the image to

oscillate slowly past the photocell.

The thyratron should

repeatedly r1re and quench at about the same position
image.

If this is not the

o~ C1 and

R2

case~

must be ~ound.

the

o~

a more suitable combination

Following this,

s2

is turned

to the "o:f:f" position which puts B1 and R 2 in parallel and
results in an 1 creased current through the heating co11.
The K-2 potentiometer (temperature determination potentiometer) is then balanced and the shield temperature rise is
noted.

When the temperature reaches the desired value,

is returned to the "on" position.

s2

Meanwhile, the sink

temperature has been brought to the operating temperature
in identically the same manner.

I~

time permits it is

advisable to make any necessary reCining adjustments in
the base currents
put in control.

be~ore

the phase sh1Cting circuits are

When it becomes apparent that the base

currents are correct, H6 is set at its maximum value, 104
ohms, and S6 is closed.

The EMF or the sink temperature

control potentiometer is then

a~justed

visually by watching

the l"'edge of' light as it de:flects across its photocell.
amount

o~

light shining on the grid should be the same as

that when the phase

shi~ting

circuit was preset.

The re-

The

13
s1stance can be reduced to zero in less than thirty seconds
by carefully adjusting the potentiometer.

Following this,

the base current through the sink heater windings is decreased .01 or .02 amperes.
the matching

o~

The phase

shi~t1ng

circuit

~or

the source and shield temperatures is then

put into control by the use of the switching arrangement
shown in Figure 4.

In this case, the resistance must be re-

duced quite s1ow1y to retain contro1 of the shield temperature
and the base current is adjusted so that the thyratron fires
approximately one-half the time.
The necessity
must be emphasized.

o~

carefully adjusting the base currents
If they are too sma11, the thyratrons

must carry eycessive currents which results in excessive
oscillations of the temperatures.

On the other hand, if the

currents are too large, fluctuations in the line frequency
and voltage may increase the power to a value greater than
that necessary and consequently the phase shifting circuits
lose control.
The apparatus gradually

~a11s

into steady state condi-

tions and the data is usua11y acceptable within two hours
a~ter

control has been obtained.

After the data has been

obtained, power is supplied to the source and steady state
conditions established again.

I~

linearity (explained else-

where) is to be established, data is taken

~or

yet another

power setting.
It might be thought that the procedure described is
unnecessarily 1aborious since steady state conditions can

14
be reached more

qu~ckly

to carry a larger
phase

sh~ft~ng

and

port~on

circu~ts

ess~ly

by

allow~ng

the thyratons

of the currents and by

into control sooner.

however, apparently leads to

errat~c

putt~ng

~s

descr~bed

~s

method,

f1ring of the thyratons

for several hours after they carry large cur rents.
reliable data

the

therefore obtainable by

More
to the

adher~ng

procedure.

Thermal equ111br1um can be affected by a number of 1nf1uences over which the experimter has no control.
fluctuat~ona
variat~ons

~n

Minute

the line frequency and voltage result in

of the base wattage and introduce an error in the

settings of the

phase-sh~fting

circuits.

The battery charger

is subjected to these same fluctuations which lead to variations in the EMF of the sink temperature control potentiometer.

As these effects are at a maximum

dur~g

the daytime,

the final data was obtained between the hours of 11:00 P.M.
and 7:00 A.M. when more
ditions existed.
rema~n

opt~mum

voltage and frequency con-

Also, the ambient temperature does not

constant and the tbyratons change their characteristics

with time.

Nevertheless, the temperatures could usually be

held to a range

or

fluctuations of less than .o3oc. for the

30 or 40 minutes during vhich the data was being recorded.

Balancing
Galvanometer

Shield Temperature
Comtrol Galvanometer

110 Volts A.C.

Shield
·----,

I
I

Source

B:~,t.

Sink Temperatu.re Co ·;t '"Ol

Potentiometer
~

------

:.~ ......

(Wrco
Cell

sink

B=1th

Sink Tamyor~ture
Control Galvanometer
.._...............
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THERMOCOUPLE AND POTENTIONMETER CIRCUTS
•
,.
Fl.!.·ure ~

0

•
•

<

Soured
Thor,nocouple

Constant
VoltaP,e
'l'ranstorzrer
?haso Sl.iftint:
1'rCLnsfo ,,,er

Shlold

1'1ermoco~~l'e

Galvano1n1lier

Lir;nt Source
POWER AND CONTROLLING CIRCUITS FOR MATCHING OF TEMPERATURES

CALCULATIONS
As previous1y mentioned oa1ou1ations are made on the
bas1s

o~

the one d1mens1ona1 steedy state heat flow equation;

namely, Q

= KA(T2

- T1)t/L.

In the C.G.S. units the ratio

(T2 - T1)/L, the thermal gradient, is expressed in °0/cm.
A is the cross sectional area in centimeters squared, t 1s
the time 1n seconds and Q is expressed in ca1or1es.

The use

of e1ectr1ca1 heating means makes 1t more convenient to express the ration 0Jt in terms

o~

electrical units.

Thermal

conductivity can therefore be expressed as LP/A(T2 - T1 )
where P is the constant power imput to the sourse in watts.
Due to the presence of baclrground, the quantity (T2 - T 1 ) cannot be accurately determined on the basis of on1y one power
setting aDd consequently this equation must be modif1ed
slightly.
Since the therma1 conductivity of sodium chloride is

a non-linear function of temperature, the ration P/(T2 - T 1 )
is not constant.

This ratio varies more rapidly with de-

creasing temperature but even at 100°C calculations show
that this ratio changes by less

th~

.35%

for a one degree

Centigrade change of operating temperature.
the rep1ac1ng

o~

This

just1~1es

the ratio P/(T 2 - T 1 ) by 6P/6T where 6T is

the change in the temperature
change in the power imput, 6P.

d1~~erence

resu1t1ng from a

These facts suggested the

plan of estab11sh1ng therma1 equilibrium twice; once with
no power imput to determ1ne background and egain with a
suffic1ent1y 1ow power 1mput to cause a change in the 1nd1-

18
cated temperature
grade.

di~~erence

o~

less than one degree Centi-

This latter change in the indicated temperature

di~~erence

should be en accurate representation

the above equation.

Estab1ish1~

or

~T

in

thermal equilibrium a

third time with yet another pot>Jer imput to the S0'1J.rce shouJ.d
yield

1~~ormation

as to the

e~~ect

radiant energy between the various
~low

apparatus and the reliability

o~

the exchange

sur~aces
o~

o~

the data.

o~

the heat
This plan

was put into operation and proved to be satisrectory.
Strictly speaking, steady state conditions ere never'
reached.
shield

That is, the temperature

dri~t

somewhat but this

to less than .OJ°C

~or

o~

dr1~t

the sin , source and
can usually be held

the time data is being recorded.

The source and sink temperatures were noted at intervals of
from eight to ten minutes and

~rom ~our

were taken depending on the temperature
o~

the data reveals that the temperature

to six readings
dr1~t.

Examination

dif~erence

remained

sensibly constant over this time interval, especially at the
1otrJer temperatures.

The avet'age temperature

taken as the correct va1ue :for 6T.

di:f~erence

was
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RESULTS

Data was taken for seven
~s

from 10200 to 3640C and
listed

for~T

d~fferent

g1ven

are corrected ror

~n

temperatures

Table I.

backgroun~.

rang~~g

The values
It is obvious

that a. plot of tl P versus J1T shou1d be lj.nea.r and the data
necessary to
peratures:

establ~sh

linearity was taken for three tem-

namely, 102, 256 and 3640C.

The

cons~atency

and

reliability of the data can be seen by inspection of Figure

4.

For these temperatures the ratio

from the slope of the
from

l~near1ty

proached

3%.

~ndicated

6P/AT was determined

c urvo.

~~1mum

deviation

occurred at the highest temperature and apThis comparatively large

dev~a.tion

was fe1t

to be due mainly to the fai1ure to establish steady-state
cond~tions

to the degree possible at lover temperatures.

A logarithmic plot

or

thermal conductivity versus

temperature proved to be nearly linear with a negative
slope of approximately 1.27.

5-

T~s

plot is shown in

F~gure
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Tab1e I
Thermal Conductivi~y of Sodium Chloride

- -

-

?ower

Temperature

(wa~~s)

Dif::."ere;ce

.0 .. 579

.4...,73

.04432

.7050

Dec. 26

.0)109

Jan. 23

:>ec. JO

Date

Jan. 1.

Jan. 25

x(wat.ts)
cm.°C

.o14a4

J75

.0444

.sOOo

-~~218

380

.0425

.02543

.49.33

.05~55

451

.0352

.01.676

L{)'jQ

.041J8

5~3

.0280

.01.676

.4098
.04129

,29

.0276 -

.o..,~~a

.7756

.01.95~

.5122

.0)815

579

.0259

.OlA26

.4333

.0 .. 225

oJ7

.0220

.0259.3

.8095

Dec. 28

....

(oc)

PolVer
Temp..
Temp. Di£f. {ox)
(w .. tts/°C'

Jan. 8

.

2l.

GRAPH OF POWER INPUT VS.TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE

104°C /
/
<:)

.015

.3

.6

TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE(°C)
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GRAPH OF
THERH~

3XPERIY~NTAL VALUES OF
~ TEMPj1~R..4.1'UHE

CONDUC7IVI'rY

.07

H

~

r;ucken 191.1

1-t Bridgman 1924
8

a~d

Clark 1940
z
Ballard 19 50
./ lJeisbrod 1954
/®

Dirch

Brown 1955

EB Ohlsen 1955

I
.011'-----'--200

JOO

L.OO

Temperature( Kelvin)
Figure 5

500

600

700
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ERRORS
The

tak~ng

or

mult~ple

data and_ thereby treating back-

ground as an· additive constant provides a means or estimating

some of the errors involved.

Although the exchange or energy

per second between the source and sh1eld due to an existing
temperature difference can be calculated by use of the equation
W =v-EA(T2 4 -T 1 4 ),

these calculat:i.ons are quest:i.onable due to

the difficulties in evaluating the paranthetical expression.
However, :for · a given operating temperature, the magnitude of
the mismatching rema1ns constant for different power settings
and any temperature difrerence across the :face o:f the crystal

resulting from the exchange of energy remains constant and
consequently .is interpreted as a portion of the background.
The error introduced is therefore slight since backgr-o und

corrections were made on all of the data.

Errors also ar:i.se

due to slight drifts in the temperatures and inaccurate determination ·of llT.
and its balancing

The sens:1.t1v:i.ty of the K-2 potentiometer
galvanomet~r

is such that temperature

changes of .oosoc. are easily detected.

The errors involved

are there:fore small and largely compensating s:1.nce temperature differences are determined from numerous data.
of the errors d1scussed above contribute toward
from linearity, the magnitude
of the errors.
at a maximum

or

As all

d~viation

the deviation is an indication

The comb:1.ned errors have thus been estimated

or 3%.
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The other errors are about the same as were
Weisbrod and

Bro~m.

expansion

the crystal would result in an error

.5%

o~

Failure to correct

~ound

~or

by

the thermal
o~

about

per 100°C. temperature rise and these corrections were

made.

The use

a potentiometer to determine the voltage

o~

reduced the probable error in wattage to

.?5%.

Heat losses

through the lead wires to the source have been estimated to

1%

emount to less than
~rom

imper~ections

and non-linear heat flow resulting

in the crystal and poor thermal contacts

have been estimated to contribute a maximum error of

5%.

CONCLtJSIONS

The apparatus described is now capable
producible and apparently reliable data.
modi~1cat1ons

range.

o~

yielding re-

Improvements and

have resulted in extending the temperature

Thermal conductivities obtainable from the apparatus

are compared with the re s ults of the other experimenters?
~)

w.

Ballard, s. s., and Mccarthy, K.A., and Dav s,
c.
Review o~ Scienti~ic Instruments. Vol. 21, No. 11,
pp. 905-907 (1950)
Birch, Francis, and Clark, Harry. The Thermal Conductivity o~ Rocks and Its Dependence upon Temperature
and Composition. American Journal o~ Science. Vol.
38, pp. 529-558 (1940)
Bridgman, P. w.
p, 8J.
( 1924)
Eucken, A.

American Journal

o~

Science.

Vo1. ?,

Ann. Phys. (Leipzig) Vol. 32, p. 185 (1911)

Brown, op. cit., p. 28 ·
Weisbrod, op. cit., p. 33
in Figure 7.

It appears that the experimentally determined
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values of

sod~um

chloride are in agreement

w~th

theory in

that they are proportional to something between 1 and
T
1

~2

•

SUGGESTED IMPROVEMEliTS

It was noted that temperature control became progress~vely

more

creased.

d~fficult

as operating temperatures were in-

This effect is due primarily to the more rapid

dissipation of energy from the external surfaces of the heat
flow apparatus.

It is doubtful whether satisfactory data

can be obtained at temperatures above 40000 unless this
difficulty is overcome.

The obvious solution is to provide

an enclosure about the assembly capable of being heated to
a temperature somewhat less than the operating temperature.
As operating temperatures are forced upward, the need
for more closely matched temperatures becomes more critical
as can be seen from the Stefan-Boltzman equation for surfaces at nearly equal temperatures.

The controlling

cir~

cuits are now capable of satisfactorily accomplishing this.
That is, the shield temperature was found to oscillate about
the source temperature with an amplitude of several hundredths '
of a degree.

It must be remembered, however, that these

temperatures are only indicated temperatures and the actual
existing temperature difference is probably greater than
that determined.

If the actual source-shield temperature

difference could be

obta~ned,

it could be minimized by the
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introduction of the proper EMF's into the contro11ing circuits.

A1so, if the existing temperature difference across

the length of the crystal were readi1y obtainable, it would
be unnecessary to determine background which would result

in a cons1derab1e saving of time.

A possible way of ac-

complishing this is to measure all

temperet~ros

same thermocouple.

with the

There wou1d undoubtedly be serious

mechanical problems involved in this refinement in addition
to difficulties 1n establishing good thermal contact between the thermocouple junction and various points of contact.
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SUMMARY
An apparatus bas been
of the thermal

descr~bed

of

conductiv~ties

for the determination

dielectr~c

the absolute steady-state method.

Several

sol~ds

employ~ng

ref~nements

have

been made on the heat flow assembly and the temperature
control

c~rcuits

since the beginning of this project.

In-

vestigations of background have led to the conclusion that
this effect can be partially
~

the thermocouples.

calculat~ons

rather

A method of

to errors

obtain~ng

~nherent

data and making

has been explained and although admittedly

time-consum~g

results.

attr~buted

has been shown to yield satisractory

Consistent and evidently reliable data has been

recorded for numerous temperatures over the range 375 to
6370K.

The calculated conductivities have been found to

agree favorably with those of other

exper~menters.

Re-

sults of this investigation indicate that the thermal conductivity is proportiona~ to ~ where N is approximately
T

1.27 1n agreement with theory.

Suggestions have been made

that might possibly extend the temperature range several
hundred degree s .

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - -
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